
Fifth Sunday of Easter – Year B 

Today’s readings strike the bullseye of relevance for us in an environment that the journalists call a 

‘post-truth’ world. They focus on the distinction between genuine truth and fabricated ‘truth’, fake and 

authentic, the show pony and the integrated human being. 

Acts 9:26-31  In this extract Paul is referred to by his original Jewish name, Saul (shaúl), and 

because he was a known persecutor of the Jesus people, believing them to be heretics, the disciples 

were highly suspicious of his attempt to join their company. Barnabas took him under wing and 

explained how Paul had had a revelation that convinced him Jesus of Nazareth was the messiah and the 

authentic way to God. 

The Greek-speaking Jews living in Jerusalem were called Hellenists. They were originally from the 

diaspora and grew up speaking Greek, but returned to reside in Jerusalem. In general, they were firm 

conservatives in their dedication to the Torah and the Temple and they formed their own synagogues 

and community relationships. When Paul got into discussion with these Hellenists they reacted to his 

Jesus message with hostility. Some of them were attracted to the Christian message but apparently not 

many. 

Luke shows us a side of Paul that we easily pick up from his letters, namely that he is a one-hundred 

percenter. He turned from being a fanatical persecutor of the Jesus movement to being a passionate 

devotee of Jesus Christ – no half measures and no compromises. And, as his letters show, people 

generally love or hate such personalities who tend to make ardent friends and resolute enemies. 

Notice Luke mentions the ‘churches’ throughout Judaea, Galilee and Samaria. He uses the term 

ecclesía to describe these house gatherings of the earliest days when Christians met to celebrate the 

Lord’s Supper in private homes. We get a picture of solidarity among the Jesus people but not without 

some problems brewing. Bear in mind that sociologists describe the stages of the development of new 

groups or movements as: Forming > Storming > Norming. The early days of the Christian movement 

certainly passed through the very same stages. In this reading Luke is referring to events that took place 

around 36-37 AD. 

It is really a lyrical poem of ‘sunshine after the storm’ 

Psalm 21/22  Today’s psalm is the one that begins, ‘My God, my God, why have you 

abandoned me?’ but this extract is from the last section where the poet praises God in the sure hope that 

he will be healed delivered from his suffering. The whole psalm traces a spiritual journey from lament 

in near despair to praise and confidence in the Eternal Presence. It is really a lyrical poem of ‘sunshine 

after the storm’ and gives us pause to reflect on our own passage through storms – past and to come. 

1 John 3:18-24  The Christian Elder, John, purposely contrasts word and action in his opening 

sentence. The Greek contrast is not reflected in the JB translation that we have. I find myself thinking 

of the members of the army artillery we sometimes encounter in life; very often all talk and no action. 

They are ‘gunnas’ – gunna do this and gunna do that. John is urging his community to be people of their 

word who can be relied on to follow through. Just as we would keep our word as a point of honour, so 

we would keep and guard the commandments of God as a mark of honour. John then sums up the 

Christian ethos as commitment to Jesus Christ and the resolution to love one another. We are not alone 

in this enterprise because we have the Spirit.  

It is better to be generous in giving credit instead of sending out judgment or criticism 

Do I give credit to those I engage with – my loved ones, friends, acquaintances, the person in the 

street – do I give them credit for having the Spirit too? I have a duty to honour the Spirit in everyone I 

meet along the way. It is better to be generous in giving credit instead of sending out judgment or 

criticism. It is a case of opening our eyes to see deeply and stretching our ears to listen carefully. I am 

mindful of the words of the Desiderata: 

Many persons strive for high ideals and everywhere life is full of heroism. 

John 15:1-8  A literary comparison of the Fourth Gospel and the Johannine letters suggests 

to scholars that they were not written by the same person. It is clear, though, that many of the passages 



in 1 John echo the tradition and ideas contained in the gospel of John. What does seem probable is that 

the gospel writer was a disciple of the Beloved Disciple who features in the last three chapters of the 

gospel. 

Today’s extract is the beginning of three chapters that have been added to the original gospel. The 

final statement of Jesus in chapter 14 is, ‘Come now, let us go.’ (JB) and his discourse continues in 

chapter 15. So, the disciples have to resume their reclining to hear more from Jesus. 

We and Jesus are at home in each other 
Here we see Jesus the poet use the metaphor of the vine to highlight the intimate relationship he has 

with his friends. The vine, fig and olive are probably the most familiar plants of the Mediterranean 

world and have occurred as images of Israel in Hebrew literature. The vine, along with vineyard, is a 

well-known figure of Israel in the Hebrew Bible. Notice he does not say, ‘I am the trunk.’ There is no 

separating trunk from branches. We are all one with him to make a flourishing fruit-bearing vine. We 

and Jesus are at home in each other; we are part of him and we cannot function otherwise. The only 

other example of an extended use of a poetic image by Jesus is the Good Shepherd discourse, which we 

encountered last week. Just as the shepherd image relied on Ezekiel 34 so the vine image is most 

probably inspired by Ezekiel 15, 17 and 19 where there is mention of unproductive branches that are 

cut away and burned.  

Ben Sira, writing around 180 years before Jesus, compares Wisdom to a vine (Sir 24:17, 19) and the 

way to gain wisdom is to eat of her fruit. In the prologue of this gospel there is a literary parallel to the 

portrait of Wisdom in Proverbs 8, where she comes from God and expresses her delight to mix with 

human beings in a bid to share herself with them. In John’s prologue the Word comes from God and 

mixes with humanity. Jesus, then, is depicted as the human form of God’s presence in the world 

imparting divine wisdom and the key to quality life – life in its extravagant fullness (John 10:10).  

The place of the community is a key feature in this passage. The vine metaphor implies that all must 

work in union with Christ and each other in order to be fruit-bearing. A divided community is spiritually 

doomed. Matthew makes a very strong point along these lines in the way he interprets the parable of 

the lost sheep (Mt 18). When the shepherd returns with the lost sheep there is rejoicing because it is not 

the will of God that any of the flock should be lost. Matthew is addressing the community leadership in 

this context and implies that if any community member leaves the gathering the leaders are to look to 

their pastoral practice to see if they were the cause. Will people go back to the weekly liturgy after the 

pandemic loses its sting? Will church leadership encourage return by the authenticity of its pastoral 

care? Will transparency and openness invite equality in ministry and the exercise of charisms within a 

united people of God? 

What contribution will I make to the fruit-bearing of my church community? Can I commit to giving 

encouragement to somebody every day? Can I become a better listener? 

 

If you think you are too small to be effective, you have never been in bed with a mosquito. 

Betty Reece 

At the end of the day it’s not about what you have or even what you’ve accomplished… it’s about 

who you’ve lifted up, who you’ve made better. It’s about what you’ve given back.  

Denzel Washington 
 

A Hollywood producer calls his friend, another Hollywood producer, on the phone. 

‘Hey, how are you doing?’ he asks. 

‘Pretty well!’ responds the friend. ‘I just sold a screenplay for $200,000. I also wrote a novel and got a 

$50,000 advance from the publisher. I have a new TV series airing next week, and everyone says it’s 

going to be a hit. I’m doing great! How are you?’ 

‘OK,’ says the first producer. ‘I’ll call you back when you’re alone.’ 
Laurie Woods 


